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CUTTING PLIERS

71
KNIPEX CoBolt® Compact Bolt Cutters

DIN ISO 5743

71 01 200

   

71 02 200

   

71 12 200

      

71 22 200
20°          

71 41 200
20°       

60 % less effort required compared to conventional 
high-leverage diagonal cutters
The ingenious lever-action mechanism ensures an extremely 
favourable lever ratio with very little friction. The cutting 
force is about 20 times higher than the hand force applied.

Clever muscle man

precision cutting edges for soft and hard wire and piano wire 
cuts components like bolts, nails, rivets, etc. up to 5.2 mm dia. 
exceptional cutting performance with minimum effort because  
of unsurpassedly effective lever action design 
cutting edges additionally induction hardened, cutting edge  
hardness approx. 64 HRC 
Chrome vanadium heavy-duty steel, forged, oil-hardened 

71 12 200 / 71 22 200 / 71 32 200
opening spring and locking device 
are integrated in the handles also 
for comfortable work and protected 
transport 

Style 2
20° angled head with single-sided joint 
bar and diagonal cutting edge for flush 
cutting; with space for gripping

Style 3
the recess in the blade allows easier 
cutting of thicker wires, e.g. for anchor 
bolts in false ceilings

Style 4
the recess in the blade allows easier 
cutting of thicker wires, e.g. for anchor 
bolts in false ceilings; 20° angled head 
with single-sided joint bar and diagonal 
cutting edge for flush cutting; with 
space for gripping

Opening spring and transport lock

Comparison between 71 0x 200 and 71 2x 200

71 02 200 
with slim two-colour multi-component sleeves without collar for better handling 
and easier transport; with large contact surface on the handles for better allotment 
of pressure and more comfort at work 



DEGREE OF FORCE REQUIRED
70 % 
 100 % 
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Conventional  
toggle lever assisted side cutter:

max. opening approx. 3.5 mm
great weight = 600 g
double toggle lever joint                
cumbersome 

New KNIPEX-Model  
e.g. 71 31 200 CoBolt®:

weight only 330 g
good handling 
small size 
30 % less effort required

71 31/32/41 200: The cutting edge recess near the joint holds 
thicker wires in a favourable cutting position (optimum lever 
ratio). The re-positioning that is usual with bolt cutters is not 
needed here.

Cutting capacities
Article No. EAN

4003773- mm

Style Pliers Handles

Ø mm Ø mm Ø mm Ø mm g

71 01 200 033165 200 0 black atramentized plastic coated 6.0 5.2 4.0 3.6 335 

71 02 200 047056 200  0 black atramentized with slim multi-component grips 6.0 5.2 4.0 3.6 365

71 12 200 066859 200  1 black atramentized with slim multi-component grips 6.0 5.2 4.0 3.6 375 

71 21 200 066866 200 20°   2 black atramentized plastic coated 6.0 5.2 4.0 3.6 320

71 22 200 066873 200 20°   2 black atramentized with slim multi-component grips 6.0 5.2 4.0 3.6 375 

71 31 200 042327 200  3 black atramentized plastic coated 6.0 5.2 4.0 3.6 330

71 32 200 066880 200  3 black atramentized with slim multi-component grips 6.0 5.2 4.0 3.6 370 

71 41 200 066897 200 20°   4 black atramentized plastic coated 6.0 5.2 4.0 3.6 335

600 g

330 g

joint axle

hard wire Ø 2 mm

picture not true to scale
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71
72 Bolt Cutters 

cuts hard components up to 48 HRC

71 72 460

      

71 72 610

      

71 72 760

      

71 72 910

      

cutting capacity up to 48 HRC hardness 
robust cutting edges are additionally induction hardened,  
cutting-edge hardness approx. 62 HRC 
forged-in stopper with comfortable shock-absorber 
good access due to very flat construction of head and joint area 
ergonomically angled handles to minimise effort 
sturdy non-slip two-colour dual component handle sleeves 
precise adjustment (12 positions) by eccentric bolt 
high cutting performance with minimum effort due to optimum  
co-ordination of the cutting edge angle, transmission ratio and 
ergonomic handle shape 
bolted cutter head, replaceable 
Blade: chrome vanadium heavy-duty steel, forged, oil-hardened 
Joint: special tool steel, forged 
Handle: steel tube, powder-coated

Forged-in stopper with damping inserts: 
cushions the cutting stroke comfortably

Cutting capacities
Article No. EAN

4003773- mm

Head Handles HRC 19
Ø mm

HRC 40
Ø mm

HRC 48
Ø mm g

71 72 460 066750 460  grey atramentized with multi-component grips 8 6 5 2100 

71 72 610 066767 610   grey atramentized with multi-component grips 9 8 7 2550

71 72 760 066774 760  grey atramentized with multi-component grips 11 9 8 4250 

71 72 910 066781 910   grey atramentized with multi-component grips 13 10 9 4950
          

71 79 460 066804 Spare cutter head for 71 72 460 complete with screws

71 79 610 066811 Spare cutter head for 71 72 610 complete with screws

71 79 760 066828 Spare cutter head for 71 72 760 complete with screws

71 79 910 066835 Spare cutter head for 71 72 910 complete with screws


